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According to the European Data Protection Board, 281,088 cases were 
logged by supervisory authorities in the first year of the GDPR’s appli-
cation.
   Of these cases, 144,376 related to complaints and 89,271 related to 
data breach notifications by data controllers.
As of September 2019, the EU’s supervisory authorities have issued, or 
announced their intention to issue, fines totalling approximately 
€372,120,990.50. (The figure is approximate owing to fluctuations in 
currency values.)The ICO’s first action under the GDPR. An enforce-
ment notice was issued to AggregateIQ Data Services Ltd as part of its 
investigation into the Cambridge Analytica scandal.The first fine issued 
under the GDPR. The Austrian DSB fined a sports betting café €5,280 
for installing a CCTV camera that recorded passers-by.The first major 
fine under the new law. France’s CNIL fined Google €50 million for 
failing to obtain a valid legal basis for processing personal data for ad 
personalisation. This breached the GDPR’s requirements for transpar-
ency and specific, unambiguous consent.Bulgaria's Data Protection 
Commission (KZLD) announced its intention to fine the National Rev-
enue Agency BGN5.1 million (approximately €2.6 million) after ap-
proximately 4 million living and 2 million dead individuals' personal 
data was compromised in a hacking attack.When deciding whether to 
impose a fine and to what level, supervisory authorities must consider a 
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The General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) and California Consumer Privacy 
Act of 2018 (CCPA) upended the third-par-
ty behavioral data market. All at once, 
tactics used by digital marketers over the 
past 15 years are full of risks.
   The industry has responded by creating 
systems that hash PII data so that it is an-
onymized, but that’s not enough for many 
advertisers. Their legal departments, in an 
attempt to mitigate risk, scrutinize con-
tracts and place new requirements for 
compliance. 

I. Delivering Campaign Performance 
in a Post-GDPR and CCPA World

The result is a process that is both oner-
ous and full of delays.
   The writing is on the wall: the digital ad-
vertising ecosystem needs to find an alter-
native to private data when targeting audi-
ence, assessing behavior, and measuring 
performance. 

This is where public data comes in.
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II. What is Public Data?

Public data is all the data that’s gathered, 

vetted, maintained and anonymized by 

National Statistics Offices across Europe 

and the U.S. There are two key character-

istics of public data, namely that it is highly 

reliable and that it is highly stable. 

   Behavioral data, which is the bulk of most 

third-party data, is neither reliable nor sta-

ble.

   A person may have visited a site for used 

cars, but that doesn’t mean he or she is 

actively in the market. And once a person 

buys a car, he or she is no longer an “auto 

intender.”

   Public data covers long-term charac-

teristics of people: number of children in  

the household, household income, home-

ownership vs. renters, number of cars in 

household, education level, level of tech-

nical sophistication.

No ChildrenA

1 ChildB

2 or more childrenC

Children in Household

Poorer households - Lowest 20%A

Less affluent - Lowest 20-40%B

Comfortable households - Middle 40-60%C

Prosperous households - Highest 60-80%D

Wealthy households - Highest Top 20%E

Household Income

No CarsA

One carB

Two or more carsC

Cars in Household

ApartmentA

Hometype
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III. Public Data Characteristics

Public data highlights overall and long-
term needs of a consumer. For instance, a 
consumer who lives in a large stand-alone 
home has very different needs than one 
who rents a small apartment. The pur-
chasing behavior of a single woman is 
nothing like that of a mother with three 
children.

Public data is also the most comprehen-
sive data available, covering 100% of 
a country’s population. And because it 
comes from the National Statistics Offices, 
it doesn’t rely on cookies or scripts tech-
nology, which are frequently blocked by 
devices or browsers, anyway.
  And it works equally well for desktop, in-
app, mobile and video. Most importantly, 
public data is inherently GDPR and CCPA 
compliant. The National Statistics Offices 
aggregate data and places strict discretion 
criteria that must be met before it is even 
released to companies like Digiseg.
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Public vs Private Data At a Glance

PublicNo Cookies

No personal Data

61.5% viewable

Covers 100% of population

0.60% CTR

High level of stability

Segmentation based on stable charac-
teristics: Number of children, household 
income, education levels, etc.

Covers less than 20% of population

0.09% CTR

Highly unstable

Segmentation based on clicks, site    
visits, interactions

PrivatePublic

Cookie based

Only private data

50% viewable

IV. How Digiseg Applies Public Data to Digital Ad Campaigns

Step 1: First we created a map of 
the Internet infrastructure of a mar-
ket - cable and lines, cell phone in-
frastructure. We then fed this data 
into a proprietary geo-precisioning 
engine in order to segment markets 
into precise geo-locations.

Step 2:  We overlaid over character-
istics of each neighborhood to each 
geo-location, including income, edu-
cation levels, marital status, number 
of children in the household, number 
of cars per household, and so on.

Step 3: We integrated our audience 
data segments with the major DSPs. 
As bids come in, we match the IP of 
the user to the proper geo-location 
described above.

Step 4: When bid request comes 
in, Digiseg’s proprietary algorithms      
assess the characteristics of the user, 
and submits a bid for an ad only if the 
user meets campaign criteria.

Note: Any advertiser or technology provider can add Digiset audience segments 
to any digital source without adding personal identifiable information to that source. 
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V. Public Data User Cases

Use Case

Target based on long-term needs of 
consumer

Drive efficiency in media spend

Message development

Get a deeper understanding of an exist-
ing audience

Product development

Example

Target families with children offers for college 
savings plans

Overlay with behavioral data to weed out “as-
pirational” behavior, such as consumers who 
view cars or homes they can’t afford.

Use insights into audiences to create better, 
more relevant messages

Overlay GoogleAnalytics with public data to 
see who visits your site in terms of income and 
education levels, homeownership, etc.

Use insights into audiences to optimize your 
product line, better predict demand

VI. Benefits of Public Data

Inherently GDPR compliant
• Legal department does not need to ap-

prove its use
• Use and restrictions are covered by the 

data provider
 
Combines scale and precision
• Covers  the population
• Segments within neighbourhoods
 
Delivers fast insights
• With just 300 clicks get a significant view 

of who interacts with your banners, 
points of interest on your webpage or 
users of your IOT

Higher viewability 
• Tech level segmentation allows you 

to target consumers who are less 
likely to be multitasking and have a 
greater chance of viewing an ad

Strong results
• Higher CTR, verified by Adform
• Stronger viewability, verified by tier-

one media agencies



About Digiseg

Founded in 2015, Digiseg is the world’s only provider of audience data that is 
inherently GDPR-compliant and 100% cookie free. Our audience segments and 
custom audiences leverage public, GDPR-compliant data available from national 
statistics offices and databases to segment the Internet into 39 audiences for 
use in online advertisement, such as household income, savings, and education 
levels, number of children or cars in the household, and other insights. Digiseg 
audience segments are the most comprehensive in the industry, covering 80% 
of the Internet. With clever traffic profiling and state-of-the-art machine learn-
ing algorithms we deliver outstanding results for advertisers and media agencies 
across Europe and the US.
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